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Abstract
This study clarifies that blockchain cannot replace the strategic value of trusted
intermediaries, despite sufficient technological advancement for its implementation.
Given the progress expected in the future, this study assumes that blockchain can
implement various commitment devices for communication explored in the information
design literature, without disclosing their details to anonymous record keepers. By
considering revelation incentives explicitly, we show that substituting the verification
task of players’ pre-owned private signals with a trusted intermediary can reduce
transaction costs in liability, which cannot be achieved non-judicially by blockchain.
Hence, trusted intermediaries play a significant role in executing information design
through blockchain.
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Owing to recent advancements in new technologies such as blockchain, various
institutional devices related to mechanism design, contract design, and information design
are expected to be securely operated in a non-judicial manner. Matsushima (2019) showed
that any state-contingent side-payment contract can be executed in a self-enforcing
manner without the aid of trusted intermediaries, by broadcasting a simple combination
of an escrow transaction and a redistribution transaction to a public blockchain. Moreover,
by incorporating smart contracts with zero-knowledge proof technologies such as zkSNARKs (Zcash On Ethereum), or, more substantially, by exploring secret contracts to
address privacy concerns (Enigma), we can expect an information design device
(Bergemann and Morris, 2019; Kamenica, 2019) to be enforceable by storing the
corresponding program with secrecy in the blockchain. Thus, transaction costs can be
drastically reduced in the future, because the legal proceedings originally conducted by
trusted intermediaries can be reduced significantly.
This study clarifies that it is still difficult to replace a certain aspect of judicial
procedures with blockchain in spite of sufficient technological progress. Specifically,
from the viewpoint of information design, we show the importance of the role of
intermediaries as follows. We regard information design as a commitment device for
communication among multiple players (economic agents, business parties), which
collects their pre-owned private signals and then recommends to each player the action
that he/she should select as partial information about this signal collection. Importantly,
the action recommendation to each player will be unknown to the other players for the
time being. This secrecy has a significant effect in terms of incentivizing each player to
obey the action recommendation (Bergemann and Morris, 2013, 2016).
When dealing with real data such as private signals, we need to convert such data
into digital data. Correctly entering these signals into the program is an inevitable issue
in many situations from the viewpoint of players’ revelation incentives, because this
conversion cannot be automated by knowledge-based digital technologies. However, the
literature on Bayesian persuasion and information design generally assumes, as the
benchmark, that players can make a pre-commitment to translate their signals into action
recommendations correctly, thereby ignoring the above-mentioned incentive issue in
revelation.
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This study explicitly considers this incentive issue as follows. Suppose that private
signals are verifiable and that each player is forced to verify his/her private signal to the
other players when converting it into digital data. In this case, the entire body of private
signals becomes common knowledge among the players before they make action
selections. Thus, the secrecy is lost, which makes the information design device
meaningless.
Therefore, to take advantage of information design, players should not carry out this
verification task until they complete their action selections. However, when players only
carry out this task ex-post, we should have an additional penalty scheme to incentivize
each player to make a truthful revelation ex-ante. This penalty would increase the
transaction (opportunity) costs through liability limitation.
This study points out that trusted intermediaries play an important role in avoiding
the above-mentioned difficulty in taking advantage of information design. Suppose that
players hire an intermediary and substitute him/her for the verification task; the
intermediary is trusted so that according to their request, he/she will force each player to
verify his/her private signal as unknown to the other players. In this case, each player can
receive the action recommendation without knowing the details of the other players’
private signals. With such secrecy, the players obey their action recommendations more
easily than without it.
Blockchain is a new ledger technology for recording transactions and data securely
in a tamper-proof manner. Beyond the role of supporting cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin
(Nakamoto, 2008; Bohme et al., 2015), blockchain is expected to play the role of a
platform on which various smart contracts are programed, stored, and executed to create
new businesses in a non-judicial manner (Narayanan et al., 2016; Tapscott and Tapscott,
2016). Moreover, blockchain can be applied to a wide range of network and market
designs such as supply chains (Mao et al., 2018; Vyas et al., 2019) and energy markets
(Mengelkamp et al., 2018). However, blockchains are under development and they still
need to overcome various shortcomings such as low scalability, high electricity
consumption, and lack of privacy. Above all, ensuring privacy should be regarded as the
most important requirement for a blockchain to become a powerful platform for
implementing various devices of institutional design (Cong and He, 2017).
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With the steady evolution of cryptographic technologies for ensuring privacy, it has
become possible for blockchain record keepers to validate the correctness of transactions,
data, and programs without knowing the details of these contents in many situations.
Hence, we expect that such technological progress will enable information design to
inform each player only about partial information exclusively. As these technological
advancements will be incorporated in the future, this study assumes full secrecy so that
various information design devices can be implemented through blockchains.
Matsushima (2019) investigated the impact of blockchain technology on real-world
economic governance and showed that blockchain facilitates harmful cartelization
because it is a non-judicial mechanism without reputation considerations, whereby the
blockchain record keepers tend to validate the correctness of a transaction without
checking whether its purpose is legal. By contrast, an intermediary is trusted and he/she
is likely to decline any request of delegation whenever the purpose is determined to be
illegal, because he/she is averse to reputation loss. This study demonstrates another aspect
of the importance of trusted intermediaries that cannot be delegated to blockchain from
the viewpoint of information design.
Mathevet et al. (2019) investigated the possibility that the commitment device in
information design is replaced by enforcement through players’ reputation in their longterm relationship. By contrast, this study assumes that each player does not know about
the other players’ concerns regarding their own reputations and hence ignores the
reputation effect on business parties. Meanwhile, players know that the intermediary is
extremely concerned about his/her reputation and he/she is thus motivated to work in
accordance with the players’ requests of delegation once accepted.
Hence, without the aid of such intermediaries, each player has to deposit a monetary
amount as escrow by converting it into cryptocurrency in the same manner as Matsushima
(2019), and this deposit is considered as a penalty to prevent himself/herself from
cheating. This escrow deposit acts as the player’s barometer that indicates the degree to
which it is difficult for him/her to cooperate with the other players from the viewpoint of
limited liability. This study shows that the aid of an intermediary reduces the need for
such escrow deposits.
The seminal study by Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011) introduced the basic concept
of information design in the Bayesian persuasion problem, where an informed sender
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makes a commitment device for communication with a single, uninformed receiver by
using randomization. Bergemann and Morris (2013, 2016, 2019) generalized this
framework to multiple receivers who have pre-owned private signals and are forced to
make truthful revelations. They presented the Bayes correlated equilibrium and the
associated revelation principle, guaranteeing the sufficiency of action recommendation
devices. To focus on the role of secrecy in information design, this study considers a
subclass of this multi-receiver (multi-player) case where the intermediary (sender) has no
pre-owned private signal and does not use randomization. However, such restrictions are
not essential to this study’s argument.
Further, we examine the case in which private signals are not verifiable and each
player can provide a false information. The incentive issue in cheap talk such as that
discussed by Crawford and Sobel (1982) is also considered in our problem.
Matsushima (2019, Proposition 5) presented an argument with regard to a sealedbid auction, where the auctioneer executes a program for a first-price auction on the
blockchain that hides even the winner’s bid. This study extends this secrecy device to
environments with more general information design. In some interdisciplinary studies,
cryptographic technology has been used to implement equilibrium correlation devices
(see Dodis et al., 2000, for instance).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section I presents the basic
model. Section II introduces and analyzes three scenarios for the decision procedure
depending on the differences in the settings for the verification and the intermediary.
Section III presents a numerical example in which it is impossible for each player to obey
the action recommendation in a self-enforcing manner if the players’ private signals are
not verifiable, while it is possible even without escrow devices if their private signals are
verifiable and a trusted intermediary is available. Finally, Section IV concludes the paper.

I. Blockchain and Information Design
Consider a situation in which n players make action selections. Each player

i  N  {1,..., n} receives a private signal i  i , where i denotes the finite set of
private signals for player i . We define the state space as    i . A prior distribution
iN
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is given by p :   (0,1) , where we assume full support. Each player i  N selects an
action ai from a finite set Ai . His/her payoff is given by ui ( a,  ) . Further, quasilinearity is assumed.
A decision rule is defined as g  ( gi )iN , where gi :   Ai for all i  N . A sidepayment rule is defined as x  ( xi )iN , where xi :  2  A  R for all i  N . Each
player i announces a message mi  i about his/her private signal. According to g
and m  (mi )iN   , each player i is recommended the selection of g i (m)  Ai .
He/she selects ai  Ai , which is not necessarily the same as the action recommendation

gi (m) , depending on his/her incentive. After the players complete their action selections,
both the message profile m and the action profile a  A become observable to all
the players and contractible. Whether the state  is contractible ex-post depends on how
the details of the decision procedure are specified. For this specification, refer to Section
II.
According to x and ( , m, a )  2  A , each player i receives the monetary
amount xi ( , m, a)  R . Note that xi ( , m, a) cannot depend on the state  whenever
it is not verified; we simply write xi (m, a) instead of xi ( , m, a) in this case.
We confine our attention to budget-balancing side-payment rules x , where no sidepayment is made if all the players obey their respective recommendations:

 x ( , m, a)  0
iN

i

for all ( , m, a )  2  A ,

and

xi ( ,  , g ( ))  0 for all i  N and    .
This study examines the possibility that the players obey their action recommendations
in a self-enforcing manner under the assumption that no side-payment is made on the path.
As xi ( , m, a ) can be negative, we need to adopt measures to prevent payment
defaults. One approach is to hire a trusted legal intermediary to act on behalf of this
payment. Another approach is to use blockchain non-judicially, without hiring any
intermediary, as follows. The players collectively create and broadcast an escrow
transaction, with their added signatures, to a blockchain, which is described by
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e  (ei )iN  R n ; each player i deposits a non-negative monetary amount ei  0 as
escrow. This escrow transaction is validated by the blockchain record keepers in a tamperproof manner.
The players also collectively create a computer program that executes the action
recommendations by the decision rule g , which is stored on the blockchain in a tamperproof manner. Each player i announces his/her message mi  i . This message is
entered into the program. He/she privately receives the action recommendation

gi (m)  Ai from this program and then makes an action selection ai  Ai offline.
Owing to the cryptographic secrecy, each player i cannot observe either the other
players’ messages mi  M i or the action recommendations given to the other players,
g  i ( m)  ( g j ( m)) jN \{i}  A i , until he/she completes the action selection. However, after

all the players complete their action selections, this program automatically sends the
message profile m  M , and therefore, the recommendation profile g (m) , to all the
players. We assume perfect monitoring in that after their action selections, all the players
observe the action selections a  A offline.
After observing (m, a)  M  A , the players collectively create and broadcast a
redistribution transaction, with their added signatures, to the blockchain. If the state 
is verified and becomes contractible ex-post, they can make the redistribution transaction
dependent on it, which is described by x( , m, a)  ( xi ( , m, a))iN  R n . Otherwise, the
redistribution

must

be

independent

of



,

which

is

described

by

x(m, a)  ( xi (m, a))iN  R n . This transaction is also validated by the blockchain record
keepers in a tamper-proof manner.
Each player i finally receives the monetary amount given by

ei  xi ( , m, a)
from this escrow. As no player can have a negative receipt for side-payments to be carried
out, the side-payment rule x must satisfy a liability constraint in that for every i  N
and ( , m, a)  2  A ,

ei  xi ( , m, a)  0 .
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According to Matsushima (2019), we can achieve the redistribution x( , m, a)  R n
in a self-enforcing manner. To implement the side-payment rule x , we do not need to
broadcast the corresponding program to execute the contingent claim implied by x . This
aspect is in contrast to the implementation of the decision rule (information design) g
on the blockchain.
This study assumes that through blockchain, players can carry out ( g , x) in a nonjudicial manner without the aid of trusted intermediaries. Under this assumption, we focus
on players’ incentives to enter the correct information about the state and to obey their
action recommendations by the decision rule

g . We then clarify that trusted

intermediaries play the significant role in fostering players’ revelation incentives.

II. Verification and Intermediary
Owing to technological limitations, players cannot substitute a blockchain for the
verification task, whereas they can substitute a trusted intermediary for this task.
Accordingly, we introduce three scenarios for the decision procedure depending on the
difference in the settings for the verification and the intermediary. Scenario 1 corresponds
to the case in which private signals are not verifiable. Scenario 2 corresponds to the case
in which private signals are verifiable and a trusted intermediary is available. Scenario 3
corresponds to the case in which private signals are verifiable, but no trusted intermediary
is available. We show the relative ease of enforcing a decision rule g for each scenario,
ordered from easiest to most difficult as Scenario 2, Scenario 3, and Scenario 1.
Fix an arbitrary vector of escrow deposits e  (ei )iN  0 , which describes the degree
of each player’s limited liability. The work of Legros and Matsushima (1991) is related
to this study; they introduced the concept of limited liability index in a similar manner for
the partnership problem with imperfect monitoring.
Scenario 1 (No Verification): Assume that private signals are not verifiable; the sidepayment rule must be independent of  , and it is thus denoted by x(m, a) . In this
scenario, we need to incentivize each player i to make a truthful revelation as well as
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select his/her action as recommended. A side-payment rule x is said to enforce a
decision rule g without verification if x does not depend on  , and for every i  N ,

i  i , i  i , and ki : Ai  Ai ,
(1)

E[ui ( g ( ),  )  xi ( , g ( )) | i ]

 E[ui ((ki ( gi (i, i )), g  i (i,  i )),  )
 xi ((i, i ), (ki ( gi (i, i )), g i (i, i ))) | i ] ,
where E[ | i ] denotes the expectation operator in terms of  i conditional on i .
The inequality (1) implies that player i has no incentive to announce mi  i instead
of his/her correct private signal i and select the action ki ( gi (i, i )) instead of

gi (i,  i ) . A decision rule g is said to be enforceable without verification if there
exists a side-payment rule x that enforces g without verification. Note that whenever
a player can gain from deviation without disobeying his/her action recommendation, it is
impossible to enforce g without verification.
Let p(i , i, ki ) denote the probability that player i does not obey his/her action
recommendation, i.e., ki ( gi (i, i ))  gi (i, i ) , provided that player i observes i
and announces i :
p(i , i, ki ) 



 i   i :
ki ( gi (i , i ))  gi (i , i )

p( i | i ) ,

where p ( i | i ) denotes the probability of  i conditional on i . We define
ei*  ei* ( g )  0 by

if E[ui ( g ( ),  ) | i ]  E[ui ( g (i, i ),  ) | i ]

ei*  

for some (i , i)  i2 ,
and

ei* 

E[ui (ki ( gi (i,  i )), g  i (i, i ),  ) | i ]  E[ui ( g ( ),  ) | i ]
(i ,i , ki ):
p (i , i, ki )
p ( ,  , k )  0
max
i

i

i

otherwise.
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The following proposition shows that ei* measures player i ' s minimal liability that is
sufficient for enforceability without verification.
Proposition 1: A decision rule g is enforceable without verification if and only if
ei  ei* for all i  N .

Proof: It is sufficient to consider a side-payment rule that imposes the severest

punishment ei on any player i who does not obey his/her action recommendation. Let

N (m, a)  {i  N | ai  gi (m)}
denote the set of players who disobey their action recommendations. We specify x  x
by
xi (m, a )  ei 

1
 ej
n  1 jN ( m ,a )\{i}

if i  N (m, a) ,

and
xi (m, a ) 

1
 ej
n  1 jN ( m ,a )\{i}

if i  N (m, a) .

According to x , any player i who disobeys his/her action recommendation will be
fined ei . Hence, we can replace the incentive constraint (1) with the incentive constraint
associated with x , i.e., for every i  N , i  i , i  i , and ki : Ai  Ai ,

E[ui ( g ( ),  ) | i ]  E[ui ((ki ( gi (i, i )), g i (i, i )),  ) | i ]

ei p(i , i, ki ) ,
which, along with the definition of ei* , implies that ei  ei* .
Q.E.D.

Note that ei*   implies that g is not enforceable without verification regardless
of the value of e .
Scenario 2 (Verification with Intermediary): Assume that private signals are verifiable

and the side-payment rule depends on  , denoted by x(, m, a) . In addition, assume
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that the players substitute an intermediary for the verification task in the ex-ante term. In
the process of this ex-ante delegated verification task, the intermediary forces each player

i to make his/her message mi equal to i , while each player i cannot see the other
players’ messages m i until he/she completes his/her action selection. As each player i
obeys the action recommendation gi ( ) and then makes an action selection without
knowing the details of   i , we require only a relatively weak incentive constraint for
each player i with regard to the action selection as follows. A side-payment rule x is
said to enforce a decision rule g with verification and with intermediary if for every
i  N , i  i , ai  Ai , and ai  ai , whenever gi ( )  a for some i i , then

(2)

E[ui ( g ( ),  )  xi ( ,  , g ( )) | i , gi ( )  ai ]

 E[ui ((ai, g i ( )),  )  xi ( ,  , (ai, g i ( ))) | i , gi ( )  ai ] ,
where E[ | i , gi ( )  ai ] denotes the expectation operator in terms of  i conditional
on i and g ( )  ai . A decision rule g is said to be enforceable with verification and
with intermediary if there exists a side-payment rule x that enforces g with
verification and with intermediary. We define ei**  ei** ( g )  0 by
ei** 

max {E[ui (( ai, g  i ( )),  ) | i , g i ( )  ai ]

(i , ai , ai )
 i : gi (  )  ai

 E[ui ( g ( ),  ) | i , gi ( )  ai ]} .
The following proposition shows that ei** measures player i ' s minimal liability that is
sufficient for enforceability with verification and with intermediary.
Proposition 2: A decision rule g is enforceable with verification and with intermediary

if and only if
ei  ei** for all i  N .

Proof: As   m is assumed, it is sufficient to consider the specified side-payment rule
x . As with the proof of Proposition 1, we can replace the incentive constraint (2) with
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the one associated with x ; for every i  N , i  i , ai  Ai , and ai  ai such that

g ( )  ai for some i i ,
E[ui ( g ( ),  ) | i , gi ( )  ai ]

 E[ui ((ai, g i ( )),  ) | i , gi ( )  ai ]  ei ,
which, along with the definition of ei** , implies that ei  ei** .
Q.E.D.

Note that ei**  0 for all i  N , that is, g is enforceable with verification and
with intermediary if e is sufficiently large.
Scenario 3 (Verification without Intermediary): Assume that private signals are

verifiable. In addition, assume that the players cannot substitute an intermediary for the
verification task. To implement the action recommendation scheme (the decision rule g ),
the players should perform the verification task ex-post, i.e., after they complete their
action selections. In this case, we need to consider the incentive constraint with regard to
both revelation and action selection as follows. A side-payment rule x is said to enforce
a decision rule g with verification and without intermediary if for every i  N ,

i  i , i  i , and ki : Ai  Ai ,
(3)

E[ui ( g ( ),  )  xi ( ,  , g ( )) | i ]

 E[ui ((ki ( gi (i, i )), g  i (i,  i )),  )
 xi ( , (i,  i ), (ki ( gi (i,  i )), g  i (i,  i ))) | i ] .
The inequality (3) implies that player i has no incentive to announce mi  i instead
of his/her correct private signal i and select the action ki ( gi (i, i )) instead of

gi (i,  i ) . A decision rule g is said to be enforceable with verification and without
intermediary if there exists a side-payment rule x that enforces g with verification
and without intermediary. We define ei***  ei*** ( g )  0 by
ei***  max[ei** ,
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max {E[ui ((ki ( gi (i, i )), g  i (i,  i )),  ) | i ]  E[ui ( g ( ),  ) | i ]}] .

(i ,i , ki ):
i i

The following proposition shows that ei*** measures player i ' s minimal liability that is
sufficient for enforceability with verification and without intermediary.
Proposition 3: A decision rule g is enforceable with verification and without

intermediary if and only if
ei  ei*** for all i  N .

Proof: It is sufficient to consider a side-payment rule that imposes the severest

punishment ei on any player i who either disobeys his/her action recommendation or
makes a dishonest revelation. Let

N ( , m, a)  {i  N | either ai  gi (m) or mi  i } .
We specify x  xˆ by
xˆi ( , m, a )  ei 

1
 ej
n  1 jN ( ,m,a )\{i}

if i  N (, m, a) ,

and
xˆi ( , m, a ) 

1
 ej
n  1 jN ( ,m ,a )\{i}

if i  N (, m, a) .

According to x̂ , any player i who either disobeys his/her action recommendation or
makes a dishonest revelation will be fined ei . As with the proofs of Propositions 1 and
2, we can replace the incentive constraint (3) with the one associated with x̂ ; for every
i  N , i  i , ai  Ai , and ai  ai such that g ( )  ai for some i i ,

E[ui ( g ( ),  ) | i , gi ( )  ai ]  E[ui ((ai, g i ( )),  ) | i , gi ( )  ai ]  ei ,
and for every i  N , i  i , i  i , and ki : Ai  Ai ,

E[ui ( g ( ),  ) | i ]  E[ui ((ki ( gi (i, i )), g i (i,  i )),  ) | i ]  ei ,
which, along with the definition of ei** and ei*** , implies that ei  ei*** .
Q.E.D.
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Note that ei***  0 for all i  N , that is, g is enforceable with verification and
without intermediary if e is sufficiently large.
By definition, it holds straightforwardly that the incentive constraint (2) for Scenario
2 (Verification with Intermediary) is less restrictive than the incentive constraint (3) for
Scenario 3 (Verification without Intermediary), and that the incentive constraint (3) is less
restrictive than the incentive constraint (1) for Scenario 1 (No Verification). Hence, a
decision rule is more easily enforced with verification than without it, and is more easily
enforced with trusted intermediation than without it.
Theorem 4: If a side-payment rule x enforces a decision rule g without verification

(Scenario 1), x also enforces g with verification and without intermediary (Scenario
3). If x enforces g with verification and without intermediary (Scenario 3), x also
enforces g with verification and with intermediary (Scenario 2). We have
ei*  ei***  ei** .

III. Example
We present a numerical example, where (i) it is impossible for a decision rule g to
be enforceable without verification ( ei*   ), (ii) it is impossible for g to be enforceable
with verification and without intermediary if the players do not use the escrow device
( 0  ei***   ), and (iii) it is possible for g to be enforceable with verification and with
intermediary even if the players do not use the escrow device ( ei**  0 ). Let

i  {0,1, 2,3} , Ai  {0,1} , and

p( )  1

4n

for all    .

We define ki ( i )  {0,1, 2,3} such that for every b{0,1, 2,3} ,

ki (i )  b

if n(i , b)  n(i , b) for all b  and

n(i , b)  n(i , b) for all b  b ,
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where we denote n(i , b)  { j  N | j  i,  j  b} . We specify ui by
ui (a,  ) 

2.5
 a j  ki (i )ai .
n  1 j i

By selecting ai  1 , player i enhances the other players’ welfare by 2.5 , while he/she
pays the cost ki (i ) , which corresponds to the majority value of the other players’
private signals.
Consider the decision rule g that maximizes the total surplus, i.e.,

gi ( )  0

if and only if ki ( i )  3 .

Note that gi ( ) does not depend on i , but it depends on the details of  i . In
Scenario 1 (Non-Verification), we can see that it is impossible for g to be enforceable,
i.e., ei*   , because each player i has no incentive to announce mi  3 . He/she
always wants to let the other players select action 1 as far as possible, even with a lie.
In Scenario 2 (Verification with Intermediary), each player i is informed as to
whether gi ( )  0 or gi ( )  1 , but is not provided with the entire body of  i .
Equivalently, he/she is only informed as to whether ki (i )  3 or ki (i )  1 in
expectation. When ki (i )  1 in expectation, regardless of his/her action selection, the
expected payoff of player i is given by
E[

2.5
 g j ( ) | i , ki (i )  3] ,
n  1 j i

where E[ | i , ki (  i )  3] denotes the expectation operator conditional on i and

ki ( i )  3 . As each player i ' s action selection does not influence his/her expected
payoff, he/she has an incentive to select ai  1 even without the aid of the escrow device;
ei**  0 .

In Scenario 3 (Verification without Intermediary), in contrast to Scenario 1, we can
incentivize each player to make a truthful revelation by imposing monetary penalties
contingent on the ex-post verification. Hence, we have 0  ei***   .

IV. Conclusion
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This study clarified the role of third-party, trusted intermediaries in partnerships with
regard to privacy protection by considering highly developed blockchain technology.
When multiple players who cannot trust one another attempt to execute a joint venture by
using commitment devices of information design, substituting the ex-ante verification
task of the players’ private signals by a trusted intermediary has a significant effect on
lowering the transaction costs by saving the players’ escrow deposits, because this task
cannot be replaced with blockchain. Therefore, to use blockchain in establishing a
business, it can be assumed that intermediaries play a significant complementary role
regardless of the degree of technological progress of blockchain.
Previous studies in the information design literature have intensively considered
benchmark cases under the assumption that players can commit to entering their preowned private signal to the program truthfully while ignoring incentives in revelation. In
contrast to these studies, the present study explicitly considered this incentive issue and
then showed the importance of the role of intermediaries. This result opens up the
possibility of applying the concept of information design to real economies while
simultaneously highlighting its limitations.
This study explicitly considered revelation incentives in information design to
demonstrate that converting real data into digital ones cannot be automated by
knowledge-based technologies. We then showed that trusted intermediates play a
significant role in complementing the automation by blockchain. This discovery makes a
significant contribution not only to relevant research fields but also to society; for a
blockchain to support the creation of new business successfully, its technological progress
alone is not enough, and an effort to establish appropriate institutional conditions from
the strategic viewpoint, such as trusted intermediations, is essential.
Throughout this study, we only considered a weak implementation, in that obeying
action recommendations can be supported by an equilibrium; there may exist another
equilibrium according to which some players disobey action recommendations. Hence,
the investigation of a strict (unique) implementation that eliminates such unwanted
equilibria remains as important future research. This is beyond the scope of this study.
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